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Abstract

Radioactive b-emitting rhenium wire brachytherapy sources produced by neutron activation in an isotropic
thermal neutron ®eld have a non-uniform radial radioisotope distribution. We modeled this distribution and
con®rmed the model by experimental measurements on wires of 0.1±1.0 mm diameter. When the corrected radial

distributions of 186Re and 188Re were used, the calculated dose distribution around a 0.5-mm wire agreed with the
distribution measured with Gafchromic ®lm in a solid water phantom to within 5.0% over the therapeutic range
(radius of 0.4±2.8 mm). # 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In up to 40% of the 400,000 patients treated with

balloon coronary angioplasty in the US every year, the

blood vessels restenose (Holmes et al., 1984). Ionizing

radiation applied from within the vessel (endovascular

brachytherapy) is able to reduce the incidence of reste-

nosis after balloon angioplasty. In two clinical trials,

investigators were able to decrease the incidence of

restenosis after 1 year from 54% (Teirstein et al., 1997)

to 15% and 17%, respectively (King et al., 1998;

Teirstein et al., 1997).

Di�erent radioactive sources can be used for endo-

vascular brachytherapy. Teirstein et al. used a 192Ir g-

source, whereas King et al. treated with a 90Sr/90Y b-
source. We are interested in b-sources which are easier

to shield and have a well-de®ned range that limits tox-

icity to tissue surrounding the vessel. We recently

investigated the feasibility of a rhenium wire source for

preventing restenosis. Dosimetric measurements on a

0.5 mm-diameter metallic rhenium source showed that

it could deliver the necessary doses of 15±18 Gy to

vessels with diameters up to 6 mm (HaÈ feli et al., 1999).

Further reasons for chosing rhenium was its good

radiochemical stability, which makes the direct use of

very small source wires or coils down to 0.1 mm diam-

eter possible, and because it is highly visible under

¯uoroscopy. The radioactive rhenium source is pro-

duced in a reactor by thermal neutron capture in natu-

rally occurring rhenium isotopes. The two radioactive

rhenium isotopes produced (186Re and 188Re) are

mainly b-emitters, but also emit some g-rays (see Table

1).
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To calculate the dose fall-o� around beta wire

sources of di�erent diameters, to account for the
e�ects of di�erent materials surrounding the source
(such as the catheter material and contrast media), and

to gauge the e�ects of di�erences in geometry (such as
catheter wall thickness), we developed BETA, a Monte
Carlo-based computer program simulating electron
transport. This program, given a precise measure of

the radioactive source distribution, calculates the dose
delivered by an annular b-source to surrounding ma-
terial. To measure the source distribution, we assay the

radioactive wires for 186Re and 188Re activity using a
NIST-calibrated high-resolution germanium g-ray
detection system. This simple assay assumes that the g-
rays reach the detector from their emission point
within the wire with neither Compton nor photoelec-
tric interactions with the rhenium before reaching the

detector. We assumed initially that the activity
measured in the simple assay was uniformly distributed
throughout the wire. However, we found that the cal-
culated doses were generally much lower than the ex-

perimentally determined ones.
Investigation of this problem led us to the con-

clusion that BETA worked properly, but that 2 factors

are responsible for the deviation. First, wire material
with large thermal neutron interaction cross-section,
when activated by thermal neutrons, will produce a

radially varying distribution of activity. Second, g-rays
originating from within the wire will interact with the
wire material, undergoing Compton and photoelectric
interactions, so that the simple assay underestimates

the true activity in the wire. In this paper, we report
formulae that correct for these e�ects so that the radial
distribution of activity in a wire brachytherapy source

can be accurately calculated from the results of a
simple assay. We also test our formulae by comparing
predicted dose distributions with observed dose distri-

butions in a solid water phantom for wires of di�erent
diameters.

2. The model

In this section, we ®rst develop a model of Ai(r,r0),
the radial distribution of the speci®c activity of isotope

i within a wire exposed to a thermal neutron ¯ux,
where r0 is the wire radius and r is the distance from
the center of the wire to the location of thermal neu-
tron capture. The model predicts that the activity will

decrease monotonically from the wire surface to the
wire center. Next, we model the probability that a pho-
ton emitted from within the wire in a direction to be

detected escapes both Compton interactions which
reduce the photon energy and photoelectric inter-
actions which eliminate the g-rays in the intervening

wire material. The models are then combined to gener-
ate an escape factor Pesc(r0). We then show how the
radial distribution can be calculated from simple

measurements made with a NIST-calibrated high-resol-
ution germanium g-ray detection system. The decay of
the rhenium isotopes is accompanied by g-rays which
can be detected in the Ge-detector with an e�ciency

e(E ) where E is the g-ray energy. Each g-ray has a
probability fi(E ) of accompanying a rhenium decay
[ fi(E ) is usually <1]. The apparent speci®c activity,

AAi(r0), is calculated by dividing this adjusted
measured activity by the wire mass and by the time the
wire was in the reactor at a known ¯ux. Then Ai(r,r0)

can be calculated from this value as described below.
Once AAi(r0) has been measured, the true speci®c ac-
tivity, Ai(r,r0), can be calculated as outlined below.
Three basic assumptions were used in the modeling.

First, the thermal ¯ux is uniform, completely isotropic,
linearly dependent on the reactor power level, and
una�ected by the insertion of sample material within a

prescribed volume of the reactor. Second, the wire's
length is great compared to its radius, making end
e�ects negligible. And last, the irradiation time Tirr is

much shorter than the half-life of the radioisotopes of
interest.

Table 1

Properties of radioactive rheniuma

Rhenium-186 Rhenium-188

Natural abundance of the precursorb 37.4% (185Re) 62.6% (187Re)

Cross-section for neutrons scap 11222 � 10ÿ24 cm2 (185Re) 76.421.0 � 10ÿ24 cm2+2.8c20.1 � 10ÿ24 cm2 (187Re)

Scattering cross-section for neutrons sscat 10.620.6 � 10ÿ24 cm2 (185Re) 11.820.4 � 10ÿ24 cm2 (187Re)

Average/maximum b-energy 346.7/1069.5 keV 764.3/2120.4 keV

Maximum b-range in tissue 5.0 mm 11.0 mm

Major g-ray energy (abundance) 137.2 keV (9.4220.06%) 155.0 keV (15.120.004%)

Half-life 89.2420.03 h (3.7 d) 17.00520.004 h (0.7 d)

a Data from Nudat (1998).
b Weast (1988).
c meta-stable product 188mRe.
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2.1. Calculation of the radial speci®c activity

We will ®rst calculate 0Ai, the speci®c activity pro-
duced in a pillbox-shaped, vanishingly small volume

(dA � dL ) of wire material if it were placed in the
reactor at the wire irradiation position. The speci®c ac-
tivity in this volume 0Ai (Bq/mg/s of neutron acti-

vation) is a function of the isotope decay constant li
(sÿ1), the thermal neutron ¯ux per steridian F, the
weight fraction wi of the rhenium isotope with which

the neutrons interact, its molecular weight MWi, the
isotope-speci®c capture cross-section si (measured in
barns where 1 barn = 10ÿ24 cm2), and Avogadro's

number Na (6.022 � 1023). 0Ai is calculated in Eq. (1).
Note that 0Ai is a constant for the isotope i.

0Ai � li � F� wi � si �Na

MWi

�4p
0

dO

� li � F� wi � si �Na

MWi
� 4� p: �1�

In a wire, neutrons arrive at a small volume located
at radius r on a cylindrical slice of thickness dL from a
solid angle element dO after traveling a distance S

within the wire as shown in Fig. 1. The path length S

can be calculated as a function of y, f, r, and r0:

S �
ÿr� cos�y� �

�������������������������������������������
�r� cos�y��2ÿr2 � r20

q
cos�f� : �2�

The probability that a thermal neutron will escape
capture while traversing the path S is

Ps � eÿstot�n�S �3�
where stot is the total interaction cross-section in natu-
ral rhenium and n is the number of rhenium nuclei per
volume (in cm3). The escape probability is thus pro-
portional to the density r=n �MW/(Na � V ). The

speci®c activity in a long wire, Ai(r,r0), can be calcu-
lated by including the probability of neutron survival
to that point in the wire in the integral of Eq. (1). The

solid angle element is dO=df � dy � cos(f ).

Ai�r, r0� � li � F� wi � si �Na

MWi
� 2

�p
0

dy

� 2

�p=2
0

df� cos�f� � Ps

�
0Ai

p

�p
0

dy
�p=2
0

df� cos�f� � Ps: �4�

The normalized radial distribution V(r,r0) is de®ned

in Eq. (5).

V�r, r0� � Ai�r, r0�
0Ai

� 1

p
�
�p
0

dy
�p=2
0

df� cos�f� � Ps:

�5�
Normalized radial distributions for 4 wire radii are

presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the neutron activation process.

The thermal neutrons arrive at a small volume dA � dL

located at a radius r on a cylindrical slice of thickness dL

from a solid angle element dO after traveling a distance S

within the wire. Angles y and f de®ne the arrival direction of

neutrons at the elemental volume.

Fig. 2. Normalized radial distributions V(r,r0) as de®ned in

Eq. (5) were calculated for 4 wire diameters using a neutron

total capture cross-section of 95 barns.
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2.2. Calculation of the gg-ray escape probability from a

rhenium wire

The ``apparent speci®c activity'', AAi(r0), is calcu-

lated using Eq. (6) where R(E ) is the g-ray-speci®c
detection rate (g-rays detected per second per mg of
wire per second of neutron irradiation), e(E ) is the

detection e�ciency for that g-ray in the existing geome-
try, and fi(E ) is the number of nuclear g-rays per
decay (Photcoef, 1996).

AAi�r0� � R�E �
e�E � � fi�E � : �6�

g-rays emanating from any elemental volume in a
thin slice of the wire would be detected with very
nearly the same e�ciency if there were no g-ray inter-

actions before the rays escaped from the wire. The
probability that a g-ray emitted from this volume el-
ement will escape the wire in a direction to be detected

(see Fig. 3) is:

Pesc � eÿm�E ��t �7�
where -m(E ) is the sum of the Compton and photoelec-

tric linear absorption cross-sections for rhenium at a
photon energy of E. The expected detection rate R(r0)
from this slice is calculated by integration Eq. (8):

R�r0� �2� e�E � � F�E �
p� r20

�r0
0

dr

�
�p
0

r� da� AAi�r, r0� � eÿm�E ��t �8�

where

t � r� cos�a� ÿ
�����������������������������������
r20 ÿ �r� cos�a��2

q
0<aEp=2

t � r� cos�a� �
�����������������������������������
r20 ÿ �r� cos�a��2

q
p=2<aEp

Ai�r, r0� � 0Ai � V�r, r0�:

An escape probability Pesc(r0,E ) is de®ned as:

Pesc�r0, E � � 2

p� r20

�r0
0

dr� r

�p
0

da� V�r, r0� � eÿm�E ��t

�9�

and hence the expected apparent speci®c activity for a

wire of radius r0 is:

AAi�r0� � 0Ai � Pesc�r0, E �: �10�

The radial speci®c activity Ai(r,r0) can be calculated
from AAi(r0) and the calculated values of V(r,r0) using

Eq. (11):

Ai�r, r0� � 0Ai � V�r, r0� � AAi�r, r0� � V�r, r0�
Pesc�r0, E � : �11�

2.3. Calculation of the average speci®c activity

Another factor of interest is the average speci®c ac-
tivity of the wire, avgAi. It is speci®c activity that

Fig. 3. Geometry employed in modeling the escape of g-rays from a small volume dr � r � da � dL located at an angle a from the

g-ray detection system central axis and a distance r from the wire slice center. The g-rays travel the distance t in the wire material.
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would be measured if a wire were dissolved and then
deposited as a thin layer and assayed. The layer is

assumed to be so thin that negligible Compton or
photoelectric interactions occur, i.e. a zero-thickness
source. avgAi(r0) is calculated in Eq. (12):

avgAi �
�r0
0

2� r� dr

r20
� Ai�r, r0�

�0Ai � avgV�r0� �12�

where

avgV�r0� �
�r0
0

2� r� dr

r20
� V�r, r0�:

The values for Pesc(r0,E ) [see Eq. (9)] and avgV(r0)
[see Eq. (12)] were evaluated by numerical integration

and tabulated in Table 2 for the same 4 wire radii
noted in Fig. 2. The total thermal neutron interaction
cross-section used in our calculation was 95 barns. In

the numerical integration of Eq. (9), the steps in r and
a were decreased until the value of Pesc(r0,E ) was
within 0.01% of 1 when both V(r,r0) and Pesc were set

equal to 1. Similar criteria were employed in the evalu-
ation of Eqs. (5) and (12).

3. Experimental methods

3.1. Neutron activation

To verify the model, metallic rhenium wires of diam-
eters of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0 mm were exposed to ther-
mal neutrons at the research reactor of the Ohio State

University, Columbus, OH and assayed with a high-
purity germanium detector and multi-channel analyzer
(EG&G Ortec, Oak Ridge, TN) calibrated for various

geometries with a NIST-traceable multiple energy g-
ray source.
Simple assays were performed within 1 h after the

end of the irradiation and the results were adjusted to
re¯ect the activity at the moment the wire was
removed from the reactor. The thermal neutron ¯uxes

were monitored with cobalt wires and had a value of
2.1 � 1012 neutrons/cm2/s in the rabbit port at a reac-

tor power of 500 kW. Three separate series of ir-
radiations were performed and the average ``apparent
speci®c activity'' AAi (r0) for each wire diameter deter-
mined.

We assayed a portion of a 0.1 mm diameter wire,
dissolved it in 10 M HNO3 at 608C, bu�ered to neutral
pH, deposited it on a ®lter paper to create a zero-

thickness source, and assayed it again. This was per-
formed on three di�erent wires. The apparent speci®c
activities were determined before and after dissolving

the wire. Employing Eq. (12), we calculated the
expected ®lter paper apparent speci®c activity from the
activity measured before the dissolution. Six measure-

ments were made, 3 for 186Re and 3 for 188Re.

3.2. Dosimetric measurement

Gafchromic ®lm (Nuclear Associates, Carle Place,

NY) consists of a thin, transparent polyester sheet
embedding a chromophore that turns dark blue under
the in¯uence of radiation (Chu et al., 1990;
McLaughlin et al., 1996). Gafchromic ®lm was cali-

brated with doses ranging from 0 to 200 Gy using the
6 MV photons from a Varian Clinac 2100-C (Varian
Oncology Systems, Palo Alto, CA) linear accelerator.

A 4 cm � 4 cm � 0.26 mm piece of Gafchromic ®lm
type MD-55 was carefully placed between the 2 layers
of a solid water phantom. A 1.7 cm long, 0.5 mm di-

ameter radioactive rhenium wire containing 1040 MBq
of 188Re and 488 MBq of 186Re was inserted perpendi-
cularly through a small central drill hole. The rhenium
wire of 99.99% purity (Rhenium Alloys, Cleveland,

OH) had been neutron-activated 30 h earlier for 20 min
at a ¯ux of 1.5 � 1013 n/cm2/s. Because Gafchromic
®lm has a relatively low sensitivity, we exposed it for

77 minutes (single measurement). The Gafchromic ®lm
was scanned at 300 dpi with an X-ray scanner (VXR-
12; Vidar Systems Corp., Herndon, VA) to obtain the

radiation dose distribution curve. The resulting dose
distribution was normalized to an exposure time of
4 min to simulate clinical treatment times.

Table 2

Calculated and observed� values of di�erent variables for radioactive rhenium wires

Rhenium-186 Rhenium-188

Wire diameter

(mm)

avgV(r0) AA186(r0)
�

(kBq/mg/s)

Pesc(r0,137)
0A186(r0)

(kBq/mg/s)

AA188(r0)
�

(kBq/mg/s)

Pesc(r0,155)
0A188(r0)

(kBq/mg/s)

0.1 0.960 0.65920.029 0.816 0.80820.036 3.1320.24 0.852 3.8720.30

0.3 0.890 0.44520.014 0.565 0.78820.025 2.5720.13 0.633 4.0620.20

0.5 0.829 0.32920.012 0.408 0.80620.029 1.9720.04 0.483 4.0820.08

1.0 0.705 0.16820.005 0.213 0.78920.023 1.0820.02 0.273 3.9620.09
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3.3. Monte Carlo-based dose distribution calculation

Our Monte Carlo-based program, BETA, calculates
the dose delivered by a radially symmetric annular b-
source having a length L and minor and major radii

r1, r2 located in an in®nitely long cylinder of radius RS

(r2ERS ). The source region is surrounded by an in®-
nite cylindrical annulus of minor and major radii RS

and RL and by a region of interest which is all space

outside RL. Each region (04 RS, RS4 RL, R>RL )
can be modeled as a material of choice, including
water, air, muscle, or rhenium. A full description of

BETA will be forthcoming. BETA was used to calcu-
late the b-ray dose distributions from the above radio-
isotope mix of 186Re and 188Re during 4 min of

irradiation with the rhenium wire source. Two calcu-
lations were performed, one using the average appar-
ent speci®c activity based on the simple assay, the
second using the corrected radial speci®c activity based

on the method reported above.

4. Results and discussion

The average ``apparent speci®c activities'' for rhe-

nium wires with diameters of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0 mm,
as calculated from the results of 3 irradiations and
simple assays per wire diameter, are given in Table 2.

As predicted by Eq. (10), 0A186 and 0A188, which are
equal to the apparent speci®c activity AAi(r0) divided
by the g-ray escape factors Pesc(r0,E ) shown in Table
2, are constants independent of wire diameter. Our

results thus agree with the model used to obtain
Pesc(r0) and

avgV(r0).
The ratio of the apparent speci®c activity calculated

from actual measurements after dissolving 6 wires and
depositing them on ®lter paper to create a zero-thick-

ness source, and the apparent speci®c activities' pre-
dicted values (2SD) was 1.00920.047. This is not
statistically di�erent from the expected value of 1.000

(P = 0.69, 2-tailed t-test).
Fig. 4 plots the dose distribution of the 0.5 mm rhe-

nium wire (a) as measured from Gafchromic ®lm, (b)

as calculated by BETA using the apparent speci®c ac-
tivity, and (c) as calculated by BETA using the correc-
tion methods described in this paper. The corrected

calculated dose distribution agrees with the experimen-
tally determined one to within 5.0% over a radial
range of 0.4±2.8 mm (the range of radii likely to be
used clinically). In contrast, the uncorrected dose dis-

tribution calculated from the results of the simple
assay is about 50% of the experimentally determined
dose. Our measurements and calculations thus show

that a simple assay of brachytherapy sources will not
automatically lead to correctly calculated dose distri-
butions when Monte Carlo electron distribution type

codes are used. A knowledge of the absolute speci®c
activity throughout the source volume is required, and
this becomes especially important if the assay is per-

formed with the aid of low energy g-rays and the
source is embedded in a high Z matrix.
The described approach can be used for other b-

emitters, however, a more sophisticated approach will

be necessary to handle brachytherapy sources that
bend sharply, e.g. coils, or when sources are used that
have a signi®cant component of low energy g- and X-

rays. For this paper, the g-ray dose from a 186Re and
188Re source was estimated to be negligible within a
radius of 3±4 mm.

5. Conclusion

The equations modeled herein can be used to calcu-
late the true radial distribution of activity produced in
a long wire or cylindrical sample after exposure to a

uniform thermal neutron ¯ux for which an ``apparent
speci®c activity'' has been determined. Our program
should be of assistance in determining true activity

whenever nuclear g-rays are employed in the assay of
long cylindrical samples, providing the radial distri-
bution is known or calculable and uniform along the

length of the sample.
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